Abstract:For the underwater integrated navigation system, information fusion is an important technology. This paper introduces the Kalman filter as the most useful information fusion technology , and then gives a summary of the Kalman filter applied in underwater integrated navigation system at present, and points out the further research directions in this field.
Introduction
Underwater navigation system, fewer sources of information , hidden highly in terms of military and civilian, with long working hours and complex environment, has a great demand and application prospects. Using a single navigation method is difficult to achieve the accuracy requirements of navigation and positioning, but the integrated navigation technologies can improve the accuracy and reliability of underwater navigation and positioning. The so-called underwater integrated navigation system is known as the subsystem. In this paper, the underwater integrated navigation system information fusion technologies were analyzed. 2 Underwater integrated navigation system profile The study of underwater integrated navigation system included the Inertial Navigation System ( INS ) and auxiliary navigation system. INS as a underwater integrated navigation system was a navigation equipment.
Aided navigation system for underwater integrated naviReceived,2012·10-27; Aooepied,2012·12·27
Corresponding author: Yan Xincun,E-mail:yxcfylO@ 163. com galion included underwater terrain aided navigation system, underwater landform assisted navigation system, marine gravity-assisted navigation system and marine magnetic assisted navigation system. Underwater integrated navigation system is a multi -sensor system, the information has the diversity and complexity, such as the information was provided by the various navigation systems , the effective integration of navigation and positioning accuracy are not high. Therefore , the infor- 2) In the form of a filter, the federal Kalman filter with multiple filter information fusion processiog can improve the convergence of the filter, but it is a complex equipment, the disadvantage is that the cost is relatively high. Unscented Kalman filter and adaptive Kalman filter using a single filter, the requirements of the equipment are relatively simple. 
